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 “Please swipe payment for an additional 5 minutes” the display blinked across the 

rented love bots illuminated payment slot. Bob cursed, and stared down at the kneeling love 

machine immobilized between his hairy white thighs while he fumbled blindly on the bed for 

his Iphone15 Visa bypass code. 

“every fecking time…” he mumbled to himself, already feeling his dick begin to droop inside 

the mechanical mouth of the cherry 3000 unit. 

They weren’t the most luxurious or reliable of love bots, the cherry series, but on this side of 

the city wall, he was lucky to find a hotel that still catered for these kind of weary traveler’s 

needs. Hell, if truth be told, he was lucky to find a love bot that was still requiring a regular 

service in the proper sense of the word serviced. 

Bob had seen his fair share of love bots on his travels, and heard some pretty horrendous tales 

of mechanical glitches too, and back then he vowed the only thing he would be putting inside 

the jaws of those things were his spanner and screwdrivers. He had seen what had to be 
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cleaned from the clapped out units, as it wasn’t a pretty sight. But he was a lonely fifty 

something guy now with his own sinful needs, and besides, he now called it a perk of the job 

whenever he was called to a Hotel to repair one of the entertainment units. 

Servicing mechanical love bots was a dying trade now, folks had moved on to a new fad – 

VVV virtual virus vending. a direct online oculus goggle feed to cater to your every depraved 

fantasy- all without the aid of a dick munching love bot knelt between your shaky legs. It was 

all done by complicated thought enhancers and sensors located inside the oculus goggles 

now, all too complicated for Bob. 

“please swipe payment for an additional 5 minutes” the message reminded him, and as the 

display blinked again, bob sighed, deciding the moment was gone. he knew it would take 5 

minutes just to wake his old wrinkly fella up again, and he wasn’t prepared to go to the hassle 

of bypassing the payment code for another ten minutes, the fine if he was caught wasn’t 

worth it. Christ, his fee barely covered travel expenses and feed at the hotel bar these days. 

Carefully, Bob pulled himself from the rusting jaws of desire knelt by his feet and stood up. 

The love bot, dressed like a prostitute out of an episode of the 70s cop show Starsky and 

Hutch, complete with Farah Fawcett wig and tight sequined mini skirt, sensed its mouth was 

now empty and proceeded to close it slowly, like she had just given a crystal ball prediction 

and dispensed the user a mystical palm reading card. She stood up and wobbled on the white 

stiletto heels, adjusting her clothing with a wink, and began chewing a piece of imaginary 

chewing gum, before tottering off in search of another punter. 

“thank Christ my dick wasn’t in there when that program started” Bob muttered, lifting his 

oily jeans from the carpet. 

He turned to the flat screen tv that hung limply on the dreary damp wallpapered wall, with its 
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cables dangling down to the over used power socket, and saw that the countries Fuhrer was 

on his podium again, declaring war on another middle eastern Provence, safe from within his 

cryo jar, and Bob wondered exactly how many enemy states were actually left to eradicate. 

Bob shook his head dumbfounded, and watched as the love bot adjusted herself in the full 

length mirror in the hallway, spraying what looked like a spermicidal throat gargle spray into 

her mouth for freshness, before strutting out into the hotels dimly lit corridor without so much 

as a goodbye. He sighed looking down over his belly, the kind of sigh you make when you 

realize it ain’t getting better than this, a blow job from an outdated sex doll, and a beer gut 

that extends way too far over your dick to be anything other than just winter bulge. He 

struggled into his jeans as the sound of the overpopulated city drifted in through the window, 

and fell onto the sagging flea ridden mattress in frustration, unable to hold his balance 

anymore. If he could have afforded it he would have left this suffocating way of life and left 

for the countryside, but he was flat broke, and he cursed his financial situation again, blaming 

everybody but himself. 

“Fucking Trump!” he growled through his blackened coke stained teeth, as he stared up at the 

smug head in the jar spout more of his lies again, bobbing inside his glass jar, his golden 

weave of Wispy waving mermaid hair billowing around him “Fuck him and his false 

promises!” Bob swung the loops of his dangling braces over his shoulders, and they twanged 

against the man boobs under his sweat stained vest top, then he searched for the remote 

control of the TV, and switched it off. 

“Seven terms! how the feck does that shyster still get away with it?” he fought with his 

engineer boot as it stubbornly refused to pass his heel. 

Since amending so many amendments during his Presidency, the man had become 

untouchable. He had lied, cheated, bribed and assassinated so many people from his 

Whitehouse desk, he was invincible. All his opponents were now in the camps with the rest 
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of the non-believers, or over the wall, there was nobody left to take him on. Anybody who 

tried got to meet one of his cronies swinging Lucille, his trusty baseball bat, the man had no 

imagination, all he had was stolen Tv clichés. All he had brought to the table over the last 

25years was walls. And when he finished one, he began another, and another. Bigger, higher 

than the previous, until America was fenced in on both coasts, and all the way across Mexico. 

He completely isolated America from the rest of the world, and washed his hands of 

everything, believing this was the way to making America great again. 

Boy did he get that wrong. 

The pan handle dyke, his greatest achievement to date according to the man himself, 

stretched all the way from Miami to Jacksonville, something he had promised in his second 

term. Gun boats now patrolled the Gulf of Mexico, ready to escort any illegal immigrants 

back to where they came from. International flights were cancelled for the whole of 2017.no 

one in – no one out while we sort this mess out he had said. Canada was a no go zone also. 

Trump had had that border strip mined from Vancouver to Montreal after he lost a poker 

game with President Trudeau in the great summer exodus of 2017, later settling the dispute 

after Canada signed over all land to the east of Montreal to Trump, after he successfully sued 

Canada for allowing 1 million Americans to seek asylum after the 2016 election, citing that 

Canada illegally plundered America’s workforce. 

By 2020 he had begun work in Las Vegas on his very own Golfing wonderland. This was to 

compliment his Trumpipeline pumping water to the Las Vegas aqueducts from Dakota into 

the brand new dam renamed Trump Dam. It was the new garden of Eden, and his very own 

crazy golf course, complete with life size replicas of all the worlds famous landmarks. The 

houses of Trumparliament. The Trumpyramids of Giza, twice the size of the original. The 

Trumple of Artemis, Trump the Redeemer, the Trump Mahal, and of course the Great wall of 

Mexico, built after Trump offered President Nieto of Mexico out to fight 12 rounds at 
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Caesars palace, loser builds the wall. Mexico agreed. But again, Trump threatened to sue 

President Nieto after he declared the Mexican President had been taking performance 

enhancing drugs before the fight, and never stepped a foot inside the ring. The Mexican 

president was stuck between a rock and a hard place, not wanting to divulge his medical 

condition to the world, and reluctantly agreed to fund the wall. 

“If only somebody could go back and fix all of this shit!” Bob thought as he returned his 

spanners to his toolbox, and gathered the gunk jar containing the retrieved snare of various 

pubic hair from the love bots internals. He loaded his trolley, and wheeled his tools to the 

doorway. 

But Bob knew that fixing Trump was an impossible fantasy, seen as time travel had been 

banned way back in 2020, when Trump began his second term. 

But Bob knew a man. 

Bob knew a man with a frying pan, 

And that man Al made great burgers, 

And Al had a plan. 

 

 

 

 

2. 
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The concierge in the lobby barely looked up from the lustful grunting on his phone when Bob 

handed over his room key, and it didn’t take a genius to work out what he was watching, 

SitOnMyFaceBook was the scourge of society, porn had finally become mainstream, it was 

on the metro, in the lobbies, and in most electronic window displays. Hell, folks even done it 

in the parks these days, in full view of pedestrians, without arrest. Society was nosediving. 

You could pass a porn shoot at least once on your travels each day, guaranteed if you took the 

subway. Maybe even get asked to perform for food vouchers if you were lucky. “The unit in 

1408 is fixed now,” Bob said scratching his nose, “had to change the balancing gyro unit” he 

added, lying through his teeth. “Best Linda Lovelace unit this side of the East side wall, she’ll 

suck a golf ball through a vacuum hose now” The guy behind the desk paused his live feed, 

and looked up through the bars surrounding his booth, “quit the bleedin’ heart bullshit, just 

give me the sexcert” he reached under the desk and pulled out the credit scanner, “ show me 

your Broker zone code identity” he said blankly, and Bob pulled away his greasy fringe to 

reveal a small black barcoded tattoo of the letter B printed on the side of his shaved head: the  

Broker trader mark required for all legal contractors inside the wall. “ Okay gim’me your 

hand, and show me your beast” the concierge sighed, “I ain’t got all friggin’ day”  Bob 

obliged the man, by rolling up his sleeve, revealing his mark. The red LED pointer on the 

credit scanner was waved across a similar code on Bobs wrist, only this one had the location 

chip indicator of the zone Bob was able to find work in, his zone was the East zone.  Nobody 

was allowed to cross location boundaries for work, and all credit transactions were monitored 

by the government agencies. If you were East zone, you lived played and worked in East 

zone. Likewise, if you were North, south or West, you didn’t stray from your zoning. The 

penalties were swift and heavy if you left your zone for profit. 

Originally, folks thought it was the sign of things to come, and when they realized what was 

happening, they feared the end of days were looming. For the people on the east side of the 
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zoning map, they could hardly believe what was being proposed, a mark on the forehead, and 

a chip in the arm!  And to add insult to injury, the Brokers located in the East zone were to be 

stamped with barcode marked B East. The population were staggered, even more so when 

the proposal was voted in. The mark of the beast was here. Trump was now officially 

governing The Beast. 

The scanner beeped once and the transaction of $350 RubleDollars was successfully 

transferred. Bob nodded, and covered his wrist again, and then grabbed his tool trolley, 

realizing as his stomach rumbled, that he hadn’t eaten all day. As he walked to the door his 

phone rang, 

“Bobby…Bobby, is that you there?” the voice croaked on the other end of the line. 

“…Dale?” Bob frowned “how did you get this number?” 

“Look young un” Dale stammered, “ Bobby… I need a favor” Dale croaked again. 

“a favor, christ Dale are you alright? Your pipes haven’t burst again have they?” 

“No….at least I don’t think so,” Dale paused, “but that’s not the point son…can you help me 

or not…’cos I can find someone else that will help me !”  

“Sure I can help you Dale, it’s just,” he looked at his watch, “it’s just it’s a little late Dale to 

be asking favors, are you alright?” 

“oh I know its late son…almost too late I reckons, but I gotta give it a go before I can’t bend 

my knees anymore from this goddam athritis!”  

The phone went silent for a moment while Bob counted up the years since he and Dale had 

spoken. 
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“listen Bobby, can you come down to the Diner tonight, there’s something I want to show 

you!” 

“ Sure Dale I’ll swing past in an hour or so…wait did you say the Diner? Shit Dale, you still 

flogging that dead horse?” 

“oh Im flogging it alright son… I’ll have a burger ready for you son, see you in an hour” the 

line went dead and Bob stared at the phone. Als Diner, shit I haven’t been down there since 

the kitchen flooded back in 2016 he thought, but soon forgot about that as his belly reminded 

him he had not eaten since breakfast. 

 

 

 

 

3. 

It took Bob almost an hour just to walk from the more affluent side of town, where the hotel 

was situated, to the less desirable outskirts where he had parked his car, weaving in and out 

of the beggars and homeless shelters that leant against the political graffiti daubed, boarded-

up shop facades. Most of the festering forgotten protesters were too drunk to notice him as he 

pushed his tool trolley through the foul stench of torn garbage bags that spilled rotten waste 

and shit smeared rags onto the filthy sidewalk. Some however, still mumbled off the long 

forgotten slogan that had sent many of them insane, “nooot mah prethidenttt!” He weaved 

passed one with her outstretched hand tugging at his overalls, “any thpare change thir!”  she 
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coughed through the empty space where her teeth should have been. He noticed the rusting 

buttons on her lapel, declaring her president was and always will be CLINTON. Some people 

just never give up! He thought.  Most of the protesters had gave up after the election riots of 

2016, where Florida was burnt to the ground. Their point was made, and folks had eventually 

gone back to work, realizing their stupidity was futile. Others decided to make it their lives 

ambition to rid the world of Trump, and gave up everything to protest life under the great 

pretender. But The great and powerful OZ didn’t give a shit about the protestors, calling it an 

act of treason, and had anyone making threats to the Presidency, an enemy of the state. They 

lost their passport, their social security, and all access to Trumpama Care, when they failed to 

pledge allegiance to the country’s flag. Most of the protestors scattered and with help from 

Clinton sympathizers, eventually made it to the Great Southern Wall, escaping to Mexico to 

become illegal immigrants. The rest, which mostly included the elderly Clinton midwives, 

and their children, well the rest ended up in slums like these, cowering in the shadows 

whenever Trumps child catching units made their annual sweep. And just for nostalgic fun, 

he actually had his henchmen offer up lollies and sweets to the kids, in exchange for 

snitching in their unpatriotic parents.  

 Bob saw a shuffling malnourished crowd gathering on the opposite side of the street, 

surrounding a man standing on parked car. He could tell by the man’s accent as he shouted 

through his bullhorn at the crowd, that he was from the Baltic state, perhaps a Russian film 

producer, judging by his motley crew set up in a dingy alleyway behind him. He was perched 

on top of his shining Chevrolet tail gate, dressed in a silver jump suit, with his mega phone in 

his hand, offering $150 Bubles in street cash, for anyone willing to participate in a snuff 

movie they were filming. Bob wasn’t surprised to see many malnourished volunteers were 

joining the excited mob being corralled by hulking Slovakian bouncers, ordering them into a 

line and slapping away grubby outstretched hands ready to sign away their rights, for the 
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chance to earn a proper meal for once, even if it did mean sacrificing a limb or two for the 

audience’s pleasure for a meagre Russian buck. The Russian mafia were to thank for the 

introduction of the street Buck, an underground currency substituting Russian Rubles for the 

falling American Dollar, that and the ‘mark’ Americans now bore. The Bubles were the 

equivalent of the underground Euro that came about after Uk’s Brexit hit the Germany 

economy hard, and paper money had become worthless overnight. But hey, beggars can’t be 

choosers. Money was no good in the cities now that everybody had the mark of the beast 

embedded in their palm. Those struck off the Trumpama Care had been disconnected from 

society, and left to find alternate ways of receiving a paid currency. The thought of $150 

Ruble Bucks did cross Bobs mind for a second, maybe help pay for a service for his car, 

before he quickly hurried on past the mob, as the sound of a chainsaw started up- and the 

screaming began. 

His car was parked on the outskirts of town where he left it, and after he checked it over, he 

had paid the three grubby street kids, who were watching it, six vodka miniatures that he had 

swiped from the hotels mini bar earlier. Parking in the city was at a premium, a half hour stay 

would set you back your entire hourly rate on a job, so this meant traffic was light for the 

wealthy, as only they could afford the Trump City Tolls and the ridiculous parking fees 

incurred on a callout. “thanks guys, same time next week ok?” he nodded, lifting the toolbox 

into the boot, but the three kids were already running for the markets. 

When Bob pulled up outside the battered silver Aluminaire diner trailer, it was after 8pm, and 

he was tired and hungry. The Neon ALS DINER sign blinked erratically in the rain, 

welcoming the weary traveler off the highway for some well-earned fast greasy food. He 

hoped Dale was okay inside, and not hunched over a table clutching his chest, and that he had 

stuck a couple of patties on the grill already. 
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Off course Al wasn’t the name of the chef inside the Diner, the new owner had just been too 

cheap to change the name on the Neon Sign Al’s DINER mobile Diner trailer after he bought 

it at auction in 2011. Apparently, AL, the Diners original owner, had died after his health had 

deteriorated during the winter of 2011. No benefactor could be found, so the site was 

auctioned off to pay off the deceased owners mounting debts. The site by Old Worumbo Mill 

proved to be a gold mine for the new owner however, and Dale Forbes was able to expand 

the diners kitchen, providing double the booth space above in the trailer, while the kitchens 

were moved into an enclosed self-purpose area below the Static trailer.  A not so shiny new 

electronic dumb waiter was fitted inside the diner, and down in the kitchen basement. Both 

booths were installed with the option of an up and down button on each floor, which gave 

Dale the idea of eventually building up one day. But for now, the up button in the diner 

remained taped off.  Dales Orders went down, and the chefs burgers came up. That’s the way 

it was from there on in. When Bobby was taken on by Dale as a dishwasher boy back in the 

summer of 2012, he was just a keen twenty something year old smart ass looking for a part 

time job. But when the grill chef quit unexpectedly one night because of the poor plumbing 

job flooding the kitchen area, Dale had asked Bobby to step in temporarily, while he looked 

for a replacement. Bobby had agreed, but done such a great job with the burgers, he ended up 

taking over the job as Diner chef full time. Dale would take the orders, then stick the tickets 

into the hatch and press the down arrow button.  The bell would ring, and the dumb waiter 

would descend to the kitchen. He would watch as the orders made their way down in the 

dumb waiter from the busy trailer above, down to Bobby in the kitchen below, and Bobby 

would grill them and then send them back up in that dumb waiter for Dale to serve up. The 

bell would ding, and out would pop a tray of fine tasty burgers, still done the old fashion way. 

They were a perfect team there for 4 years. The burgers were the best in town, and people 

would drive from all around the surrounding towns. Bobby asked no questions, happy to 
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wade through the water on the floor when the pipes leaked, and Dale always paid him on 

time, giving him a hefty bonus when days takings were good. 

But Bob didn’t want to be flipping burgers in a flooded basement kitchen for the rest of his 

life, and moved away, much to Dales disappointment. Bob left Dale to travel, and like all 

travelers, forgot about those he left behind. 

…until now. 

4. 

Bob didn’t so much run, rather he jiggled through the pouring rain over to the diner entrance, 

panting as he splashed through the puddles and hunched from the cold droplets falling down 

his neck. The porch offered him little protection him as he tried the door handle, then began 

rapping his knuckles on the glass pane. After a moment Bob saw the slow figure emerge from 

the grill plate now situated back in the main dining area, where it originally stood. “quit yer 

racket young un!” the voice shouted, shuffling to the door and unlocking it for Bob to duck 

inside.  

Dale looked him over with a frown, “hell, you got fat Bobby!” he said raising his eyebrow, 

“boy you got real fat Bobby!” Bob nodded, “yeh and you got old,” pulling his wet shirt out 

from his pants, “ fuck you Dale”  he couldn’t help but stare at the wrinkles on his old bosses 

face. 

Dale began laughing, which ended up more of a smoker’s hack, as he beckoned Bob back 

over the way he came, shuffling away without so much as a handshake, “come on, no time 

for chin wagging Bobby,” he coughed waving his arm slighly, as if the effort was all too 

much,  “ I wanna show you something Bobby, and I think you’ll be pretty amazed at what I 
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got for you. Turn the sign will you, then come round back” He waved Bob on again, as if he 

had never left the diner and Bob grunted, shaking his hands free of the wetness. “Dale, could 

this not have waited until morning, I mean, how long has it been…” he began doing the 

math’s in his head as they made their way to the rear of the kitchen grill. The diner was dimly 

lit by a few empty booth lights flickering above the dark wood tables in a row over by the 

windows, but the kitchen area was bathed in artificial light. Dale ignored Bob, pulling a pen 

from his top pocket and licked his finger, then pulled out an order pad from his back pocket 

and flipped the page with his wet thumb, “You hungry Bobby? You look hungry!” he smiled, 

“let me get yer something to eat eh…what will it be?” Dale stood still for a moment, his body 

shaking with age, then smirked. “I know what I’ll get you eh, one of them fatburgers’ you 

were so famous for, eh, how about a fat burger Bobby?”   Bob grabbed a tea towel from the 

oven, realizing is was stone cold, and began wiping down his face, “sure Dale, but I don’t 

have all night to wait for it…look what’s all this about, what’s so important that you had me 

drive all the way out here for anyway. And how the hell did you find my number Dale?”  

Dale smiled, scribbling down the order and tore it from his order pad, “oh this won’t take 

long to cook up Bobby, just gimme a few minutes o’ yer time over a burger and a milkshake 

eh, then you can hear what I have to say, and then make up your own mind.”  He walked to 

the old dumbwaiter and pulled open the door, then he placed the order inside the hatch, and 

rang the waiters bell inside. The ding echoed inside the confined space as Dale closed the 

door, and bob watched as the blue arrow on the panel lit up, and the order went down. “just 

like old times eh Bobby, you can take a seat over there if you want, I’ll bring your order 

over” Dale smiled nostalgically, and Bob gave him a courteous nod back. But truth be told, 

he hated the fact he was back in the place he vowed never to set foot inside again. Bob had 

done his time, 4 long years in that basement serving up burgers night and day to customers he 

never saw, and rarely got praise for. The flooding had been the final straw for Bob, and just 
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like the chef before him, he had left the dingy life of burgers and milkshakes for, well, for 

what? He stared at the old man who had been his boss as he stood by the dumbwaiter, and 

wondered what exactly he was there for. “look Dale, I really don’t have time for a trip down 

memory lane, the place looks great, you’ve done her up nice in the last…” he paused, “thirty 

years…” he said looking around at all the black and white photo prints on the brick effect 

walls. The place had an Italian sort of pizza theme to it, a sort of a Brat pack feel of the 60s, 

with Dean Martin music being piped through the speakers on the walls above him, “but I 

cant…” Ding Ding!  The bell from the dumbwaiter below rang out before he could finish, 

and the blue arrow up lit. “Service!” Dale cried excitedly, and opened the dumbwaiter hatch. 

“oh boy are you in for a treat Bobby” he said pulling the hot plate from the tray and grabbing 

the ice-cold milkshake tall glass. 

“Here you go fella, get this down yer neck, and tell me what you reckon?” Dale said walking 

over to the booth and placing the tray on the wooden table. He pushed the tray towards Bob, 

and then sat across the table from him, hands folded across it, waiting eagerly for Bob to take 

a bite of the large bun under his nose. “well go on Bobby, what you waiting for?”  Bob could 

smell the waft of the cheese in his nostrils, the sizzling bacon mixing with the fine aroma, 

making his belly rumble. He sat silently and peeled the top  bun off to check the ingrediencies 

inside the high stack: fresh Spanish tomatoes, caramelized French onion, crispy British 

bacon, relish from Portugal and fine Scottish Aberdeen angus beef patties, three of them, just 

like Bob used to make. It was his signature burger, complete with the secret Jamaican  sauce 

he had found while scouting in a fresh food market years ago, it had a certain Reggae Reggae 

style to it, “smells good Dale, new chef?” he said lifting the burger to his mouth and getting 

his first taste of the Caribbean since the company went bankrupt in 2022. 
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“eh not really, an old one actually” he smiled watching Bob chew down on the bun. “well 

what’cha think, not bad eh?”   

Bob was in heaven; he hadn’t tasted that since Trump embargoed all foreign food imports in 

2020. “Man, where does your chef get the ingredients to make this burger Dale?” he bit into 

the bun again in between grunts of delight.” This guy is a genius Dale, is that why I’m here? 

Are you hiring this guy?”  Dale sat back arms folded, waiting for Bob to finish his burger, “so 

yeh like it eh Bobby, best you’ve ever tasted eh?” he grinned at Bob, who was now licking 

the sauce from his fingers, “like it Dale, its fucking awesome.” He said with his mouth full, 

before looking up. “But I thought you said the kitchen was flooded…wait, you’ve not got the 

poor bastard down there cooking in his rubber boots like you had me do Dale?” he lifted the 

milkshake and began sucking from the straw wide eyed.  Dale smiled widened but said 

nothing as he watched Bobby’s eyes light up with the taste of the fresh strawberries, and then 

just opened a hand and gestured towards the basement stairs.  

Bob stood up slurping the last of the milkshake through the straw and shaking his head, “you 

fixed the kitchen up right, you fixed the kitchen up and want me back down there again to 

cook with this guy…am I right?” Bob watched as Dale said nothing, then rubbed the wet tea 

towel over his hands and made for the basement stairs.  

“watch that first step, she’s a doozy” Dale smirked, as Bob opened the basement door. 
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5. 

Dale watched Bob from the booth and pulled out a box of matches to 

light the candle in the bottle on the table, then sat back to enjoy 

the show. 

 The stairwell was dark, and smelled funky too, and Bob recoiled 

from the stagnant stench that penetrated his nostrils, “Jesus Christ 

Dale, don’t you ever clean up in here anymore?” He reached to the 

light socket on the side to switch on, but found it just clicked 

pointlessly with each flick, “hello? Hey, whose down here?” Bob 

shouted tentatively, “I just want to say, your burgers are the best 

I’ve had in years, hell, decades!” His voice echoed in the small 

dark chamber, but nobody replied. “Dale reckons your worth keeping 

on,” no reply, “he must be paying you a shit load of Bubles to keep 

you on down here, might want to add your own touch to it though!” 

Again nothing, and Bob shuffled to the first step “I used to work 

down here myself years ago” He lowered his foot the first rung and 

held it there for a second. He could hear water dripping below, slow 

methodical droplets hitting the wet floor below, “has he not fixed 

that leak yet? If I were you I’d get him to double his offer mate, 

otherwise he’ll have you down here in your gumboots for a buck fifty 

an hour!” he lowered his foot to where he thought the first step was 

but something was wrong, his foot felt like it was being swallowed 

up by the jaws of something living, something cold and hungry that 

tried to snatch his foot and pull him down into the basement below. 

He felt the coldness creep up inside his shoe and he recoiled with a 

yell, “what the fuck Dale!” Bob stumbled backwards clutching the 

wall, “the place is fucking flooded Dale!” he said in disbelief, as 
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Dale chuckled in the booth. “yer right there Bobby, been flooded 

since ’24, and I ain’t never stepped foot down there since” he 

smiled raising his folded arms to his chest, “so explain that!” he 

pushed the candle to the far side of the table, “might wanna check 

that little conundrum out with this Bobby” Dale saw the candle, but 

fumbled for his phone instead. Iphone15 had the security flashlight 

app built in to illuminate a whole block if required, there was even 

an attachment-like selfie stick if you wanted to carry it like a 

real security guard. Bob flicked the app and shone it down the 

stairwell, lighting up the basement like an air raid searchlight. 

Sloshing disturbed water filled the entire basement, and Bobs beam 

of light illuminated the abandoned chrome kitchen worktops below, 

now partially covered in thick sediment. Over in the far corner 

wall, Bob saw the old open Dumbwaiter hatch completely submerged, 

and isolated, now only a roosting place for a couple of discarded 

floating plastic cups. Bob turned to Dale and smiled, “nice Dale, 

very funny. What did you do, fry up the burgers before I came in and 

stuck them in the hatch? Neat trick, really. Very Droll!” He stepped 

out from the basement stairwell, and switched off his security torch 

app, then made his way over to the Dumbwaiter hatch to inspect it. 

Dale stood up and shuffled his way over to Bob by the unit,” No, no 

fry ups Bobby, try it again if you don’t believe what yer eyes are 

tellin ya!” Dale pulled out his note pad and handed it over to Bob 

with his shaky arthritic hands. ”Go on and place an order if it does 

yer!” He sucked on his smacking gums handing him the pencil from his 

pocket. “make it something special Bobby, the chefs getting quite 

creative down there!” he added with a chuckle. Bob took the pad and 

grinned, with a nod, “okay old man, I’ll bite. What say we order up 
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something a little different eh, something spicy” he scribbled down 

his order, and tore it off. Then he placed it in the Dumbwaiter 

hatch and rang the service bell with a Ding. The door closed, and 

the blue down arrow button lit up, sending the order to the 

basement. Bob stared at Dale silently, the old man staring back at 

Bob with a slight tint of anger, never leaving his gaze, “yeh know 

the Diner never recovered after you left me Booby, the customers 

dried up and I couldn’t pay for the upkeep. Trumps food embargo was 

the last nail fer me, I had to close the kitchen because of the damn 

flooding, and nobody would come cook for me. Yeh killed this place 

Bobby, you and Trump killed it good and proper when yeh left me high 

and dry.” Bob saw the malice in Dales eyes,” oh, I scrape by, don’t 

get me wrong, now that the new chef has taken up his residence, but 

you really screwed me Bobby, and I reckon you owe me one!” Bob 

raised an eyebrow. ”Owe you one, owe you one. Christ’sake Dale, I 

spent four miserable years down that grill pit for you, I worked my 

ass off flipping burgers for you day and night. What did you think I 

was going to flip burgers for the rest of my life? I had dreams too 

don’t you know, but you and Trump ripped them up and threw them in 

my face.” It was Dales turn to see anger in Bobs face now. “do you 

know what I’ve been doing since I left this place? Do you know the 

kind of work I’ve had to do to make a living out there?” Bob threw 

his arm up and pointed randomly through one of the booth windows. 

“The place is a fuckhole Dale, a fuckhole of the worst kind! I went 

to college to study electronics and robotics. It’s the future! They 

said. Learn a trade they said. Make America great again they said. 

But after ten years of study, do you know what my qualifications got 

me? HUH?” Dale stared at the vein rising from Bobs temple concerned, 
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“I’ll tell you Dale, I’ll tell you what I do for a living now to pay 

off my $250,000 student loan.” He leaned forward and sneered, “I 

clean jizz from fuckin’ love bots Dale, that’s what I do! So don’t 

tell me I owe you one. It wasn’t me who fucked up this country!”  

Ding ding! 

The dumbwaiter arrived, stopping Bobs rant dead, and he turned to 

look at Dale who was looking a bit sheepish now.”yer orders here 

Bobby!” he said quietly. 

Bob sighed, and opened the hatch, and instantly smelled the sizzling 

burgers on the platter. 

19 individually stacked slider buns sat on the hot platter ready for 

serving, and Bobs eyes widened. “Super 19 Party Platter, just as I 

ordered!” he sighed with amazement. “How’s this even possible Bob?” 

he took the tray of tasty burgers from the hatch and placed it on 

the cold grill in the new upstairs kitchen.  

“there’s more to the story Bobby!” 

“more?” 

“yeh, that’s why I called you, you better take a seat” 

Bob picked up the platter of exotic burgers, ingredients he hadn’t 

smelled since the food prohibition began, and followed Dale back 

over to the candle lit booth. 

“Bobby what do you know about time travel?” 

  


